Precious Metals Market Report with Franklin Sanders - October 5th

To

“Don’t tell me the odds kid!” –Han Solo, Star Wars

This week Franklin Sanders joins me on the Solari Report update us on the gold and silver markets. Login to see his latest charts in the Subscriber Links which will be posted on Monday.

From The Site

October 12th
3rd Quarter Wrap Up - News Trends & Stories Part I with Dr. Joseph Farrell

October 19th
3rd Quarter Wrap Up - News Trends & Stories Part II with Dr. Joseph Farrell
Following his update, Franklin and I will have a serious conversation about current events – including the effort to divide and conquer Americans, trillions missing from the US government, the “pump” of the cryptocurrency markets (including funneling significant money to activists and hackers, and the importance of preserving and enforcing the US Constitution.

Naysayers moan that we cannot enforce the Constitution, but I disagree. If you believe it is not possible, then you do not understand what we live with now and what will happen to you if we lose it.

In *Money & Markets* this week I will discuss the latest financial and geopolitical news – including the relationship between False Flags and the $21 Trillion missing from the US government.

In *Let’s Go to the Movies*, I will review *Deep Web*, the story of the prosecution of Ross Ulbricht for his role in the Silk Road website. I just heard an impressive speech by Lyn Ulbricht, his mother. I donated to Ross’s legal defense fund. I will describe why I believe Ross Ulbricht’s version of events and why I encourage you to support the effort to free Ross.

Catherine Austin Fitts

See the blog post [here](#).
Just a Taste! - Precious Metals Market Report with Franklin Sanders
Precious Metals Market Report with Franklin Sanders

Flipbook and PDF of the 2017 2nd Quarter Wrap Up - Enforce the Constitution - Now Available to Subscribers!
The Flipbook and PDF of the 2017 2nd Quarter Wrap Up is now available to Solari Report Subscribers!

If you are not Subscribed to the Solari Report and would like to learn more click here!

From the transcript:

Twenty years ago, I made a decision. I had to choose between my wealth and social position and my core principles. I had to decide which was more important to me – to remain a member of the establishment or to refuse to be a party to genocide; to choose individual sovereignty or high-paid slavery. I think of that decision often these days as I watch the American people individually and collectively approach a similar decision point.
I made my choice early. Now, everyone who has not made that choice will be forced to make it. The middle of the road is disappearing. Each of us will have to choose and, hopefully, defend our individual sovereignty and the sovereignty and rights of those around us. The alternative is to watch our federal government and our military engage in an acceleration of global war and profiteering. The private companies and investors who currently exercise control over our government are using it to operate violently and above the law. Global surveillance and the ability to murder with impunity is the real source of inequality. Our risks of high-tech slavery, poverty, or death are rising as state and local governments write down pension funds and write off essential services such as functioning water and sewer systems.

---

**Going Local**

*by Gary L Heckman*

Over the years, I have listened to and read with interest the Solar Report and the wide variety of topics discussed and recommendations made to better our lives. I have tried to relate many of the issues to my life and how I could personally encompass the numerous suggestions directly within my circle of relatives, friends, and community. As often happens, we become engrossed with our day-to-day activities and never give much thought to the more details of life. I would like to relate my experiences on “going local” as so often expressed by Catherine and her many guests such as Joseph Farrell, Jon Rappoport, and Harry Blazer.
Before I elaborate on the lifestyle I have developed, I would like to give you a little history about myself and family and what shaped our values. Both my wife and I were born and raised in rural areas of northern Michigan and as such, became more aware of self-sufficiency and the country life in contrast to the urban lifestyle, which has somewhat of a different value system. As with many of us raised in this environment, we strive to leave this type of setting and look for the more convenient and exciting side of life found in more urban areas.

Continue Reading here

---

**Ask Your Representatives to Enforce the US Constitution**

Hard copies of the *2nd Quarter Wrap Up – Enforce the Constitution* are now available to our subscribers. To make it easier for you to share this information to your State legislators and your Congressional representatives, we are making them available at
our print and mailing cost.

Please mail them to your State and Congressional representatives.

To order copies now, please click here

[CAF Note: I asked a Solari Report subscriber to share this letter with you. Please ask your state representatives to stop or reverse any effort to call for an Article V Convention! Instead, ask them to ENFORCE THE US CONSTITUTION!]

View letter here

---

Subscribe Now & Receive Your Solari Coin or Wrap Up!

*Purchase a yearly subscription to the Solari Report and receive Solari Coin!*

The **Solari Coin** is a one ounce, silver round designed by Ben Lizardi of Lizardi Studio. This coin is representative of Solari’s purpose: to align interests, protect, guide, and lead through troubled times

**Note:** Coin will be sent to the address on your invoice, if this is not correct, please send email to: customerservice@solari.com with correct mailing address.

*Purchase a 6month subscription to the Solari Report and receive printed , soft cover book: 2nd Quarter Wrap Up: Enforce The Constitution Or You Might As Well Kiss Your Money Goodby*
The 2nd Quarter Wrap Up: *Enforce The Constitution Or You Might As Well Kiss Your Money Goodbye!*

The book comes in a soft cover, with glossy pages, beautiful images and easy-to-follow charts.

**Note:** Wrap Up book will be sent to the address on your invoice, if this is not correct, please send email to: customerservice@solari.com with correct mailing address.

*Purchase a 1 month subscription to the Solari Report and receive printed, soft cover book: 2017 1st Quarter Wrap Up - The Clash of Civilizations*

**Note:** Wrap Up book will be sent to the address on your invoice, if this is not correct, please send email to: customerservice@solari.com with correct mailing address.

**Solari Report subscribers receive:**

- Access to the complete *Solari Report* audio archive (currently over 200 reports)
- *Solari Report* transcripts and Quarterly / Annual Wrap-Up web presentations
- Send your questions to *Ask Catherine* weekly
- Special reports and alerts throughout the year

Click [here](#) to learn more!
DOD and HUD Missing Money: Supporting Documentation

Update from CAF: Dr. Skidmore and his team have now reviewed additional documentations for the Army, Air Force and updates for the DOD general fund, adding $2.6 trillion of undocumentable adjustments. The table below is updated to include these staggering amounts.

By Catherine Austin Fitts

Thanks to Dr. Mark Skidmore and his graduate students we are publishing a list of the supporting documentation for undocumentable adjustments identified at DOD and HUD from fiscal 1998-2015.

Dr. Skidmore is the Director of the North Central Regional Center for Rural Development at Michigan State University and Professor and Morris Chair in State and Local Gov’t Finance and Policy.

Our gratitude for his efforts to understand and document this phenomenon is “off the charts”! We will be adding additional files and information as they find them.

Read here!

Highlights from Last Week - The Missing Money - $21 Trillion in Undocumentable Adjustments and Counting with Dr. Mark Skidmore

This week Dr. Mark Skidmore, Morris Chair of State and Local Government and Policy at Michigan State University joins me on the Solari Report to discuss his recent report on what is now $21 trillion in undocumentable adjustments at the Department of Defense (DOD) and the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) between 1998 and 2015. I had been using the number $18 trillion. However, Dr. Skidmore and his team have identified another $3 trillion which we have added to the documentation that he and his students have reviewed and provided. See DOD and HUD Missing Money: Supporting Documentation for $21
Trillion in Undocumentable Adjustments.

This issue has great importance to you and your family. Many of our problems are related to how the federal government and the banks and private corporations that run its operations can access trillions in secret outside of the Appropriations Clause of Article I of the US Constitution and the US financial management laws. This nearly infinite amount of money finances whatever the people who can access the money want. Forget democracy! Forget the republic! The policies are set by the people who control the operations, assets and technology that secret money finances. Notice that Congress consistently votes against the wishes of the American people and their constituents! Their votes are following the money.

See it here or Subscribe
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